Abstract. BlindShopping is a mobile low-cost easily-deployable system devised to allow visually impaired people to do shopping autonomously within a supermarket. Its main contributions are: a) a user navigation component combining an RFID reader on the tip of a white cane and mobile technology, and b) a product recognition component that uses embossed QR codes placed on product shelves and an Android phone camera for their identification. Furthermore, it provides a web-based management component to easily configure the system, generating and binding barcode tags for product shelves and RFID tag markers attached to the supermarket floor.
Introduction
Accessibility describes the degree to which a device or environment is available for every person. Nowadays, this term is more and more present in our society, as it is considered a fundamental right. On the other hand, technology seems to be invading every aspect of our lives, but it is also moving away from or not giving service to those collectives which most need it.
The PIRAmIDE project [1] addresses this issue by taking advantage of smartphones potential to behave as disabled users' sensorial complement. Its aim is to enable the smartphone-mediated interaction of a user with the ecosystem of services populating an environment (e.g. home or supermarket). Thus, PIRAmIDE allows disabled people to perform daily life tasks autonomously and independently of their disability (e.g. blind, deaf or elderly people). Mobile devices are transformed into sense enhancers giving a 6 th sense to those who already enjoy their five functional senses, but more importantly, complementing those which have some sensorial impairment.
One of the concrete application domains targeted by PIRAmIDE is overcoming the difficulties blind people usually encounter whilst shopping in a supermarket without the help of someone else. This paper presents an inexpensive easily-deployable solution which makes use of off-the-shelf technology (mainly smartphones).
From our point of view, an accessible shopping solution has to fulfil the following requirements if a feasible and flexible wide deployment wants to be achieved:
• Conventional shopping behaviour should not be altered. Many available solutions require the user to establish her shopping list before initiating the purchasing process (planned shopping). In most cases, such an approach is more efficient but it is less enjoyable since the user, in this case the blind person, cannot actually browse the products of the supermarket, discover new brands or new product types, i.e. carry out opportunistic shopping. In fact, what we actually wish to do is mixed shopping, i.e. something in between planned and opportunistic shopping.
• Minimal additional off-the-shelf infrastructure should be introduced in supermarkets. Supermarkets are reluctant to introduce complex changes in their internal information management systems. Furthermore, only simple low-cost easily maintainable physical instrumentation of their purchasing surface including aisles and shelves is acceptable. Any feasible solution should leave products as they are, i.e. such solution must be able of recognizing and deal with the standard UPC barcodes utilized in worldwide retail. It is a must that accessible shopping systems operate in actual supermarkets with all their restrictions.
• Blind people should use their usual devices. A blind person carries with her a white cane and a mobile phone. Therefore, if any, those are the elements that may be modified or enhanced in order to allow a blind person to safely and effectively carry out her shopping. Only inexpensive off-the-shelf already known technology by the blind should be considered to ensure wider acceptance.
The BlindShopping Platform
Our solution aims to offer eyes-free technological support for blind people to shop around as if they saw, without altering conventional shopping patterns. It is designed to avoid overloading the visually-impaired person with additional new gadgets and enforcing a supermarket to go through heavy and costly, both in price and time, installation and maintenance processes. The assumptions taken by BlindShopping regarding a supermarket organization are as follows. First, it is considered that all products are grouped into different product categories (e.g. drinks), and these are divided into product types (e.g. drinks/cola) which again are divided into concrete brand products (e.g. Pepsi can). Apart from that, the supermarket is divided into cells of two main types: cells containing shelves and passageway cells. Thus, internally, BlindShopping maps the IDs of the RFID tags within a cell to navigation and product location information such as the type of a given cell, its neighbour cell types, and in case of being shelf type cells, the product category, types and concrete products located in that area.
BlindShopping offers infrastructural support for the whole purchasing process within a supermarket, understood as a four step cyclic process: product category navigation/product search/product identification/product selection. Such cycle is broken when the user decides to go to the cash till to pay for her purchases. Consequently, BlindShopping offers a navigation component driving the user through voice messages to the aisle where a product category previously dictated to her smartphone is located. Once there, BlindShopping also offers support for product recognition by either shelf section identification or product own identification by means of QR or UPC code scanning, respectively.
